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Introduction

The history of graphics at DESY begins in '69, when first planniug

of a true graphic facility started out. At that time huge piles

of crude histograms and scatterplots -mainly of bubble chamber ex-

periments- were produced äs line printer output of bäteh Jobs.

Mo st of them went into the waste-basket bccause of wrong binning

and/or event selection; after t ime and paper consuming re-runs the

"good" pictures had to be redrawn by draftsmen for publication.

So the idea was to get a hardcopy device fast and accurate enough

to produce high quality pictures ready for publication (especially

scatterplots with tenthousands of points), a graphic display ter-

minal capable of showing large collections of points and vectors

free of flicker, and a prograra System for in teractively presenting

and selecting data frora large data bases. The natural choice was

to build a System consisting of an electro-static plotter and

storage tube display terminals with keyboard and graphic input

device connected to the IBM/360 of the DESY Computing center.

Since we planned for a large number of terminals and money was

scarce, it was decided to purchase only componen ts like display

monitors, keyboards, plotter, mini Computers, e t c , from the manu-

factures, and develop and build everything eise in our group R2,

including a low cost data transmission systera.



Development of the graphic System IPS at DESY

The first electro-static plotter -a VARIAN STATOS V- was purchased

in '70; it went into Operation in '71 connected to a 2701 parallel

data adapter unit of the IBM host via a hörne grown interface. The

device was operated from the main console of the IBM(!); the first

application was to simulate a "universal printing cha in" in Soft-

ware for neat printed Output (TEXT360).

The development of the main hardware component s started in '71:

a general data transmission System -called "dataline", a display

Controller, and various interfaces. At the same time the Software

for the graphics system and basic applications was being developed

on the IBM.

In '72 the prototype of our graphic system IPS -"Interactive

Plotting System"- was ready for production work: It consisted

of one graphic display terminal (Tektronix 6 1 1 storage tube moni-

tor with keyboard), one display Controller, one electro-s t at ic

plotter (VARIAN STATOS V), and a Controller (Data General NOVA

1200 mini Computer), and was linked to a 2701 on the IBM/360-65

via our "dataline" datatransmission system.

In '73 the important Step from one to more than one (namely 2)

terminals was done . We bullt a control program on the IBM with

a TSO-like mult i tasking structure using TCAM äs a message switch-

ing facility. W h i le the main application was the prescntation of

experimental data in the form of histograms, sca11erplot s, and

graphs, the DESY group F33 came up with the idea of using our

system for interact ively scanning events from the PLUTO-detector.

So we added two more terminals to the system on a second NOVA 120O,

and from '74 on there were 4 public 6 l l-Terminals in Operation.

At that time the DESY Computing center was running 2 IBM/360-168

machines, and TSO was being introduced on the site.



Since there was a strong need for more graphic terminals p l ans

were discussed to take a big step forward by using a new con-

cept: to connect graphic terminals via a general Computer net

(DESYNET) hooked to the host Computer via a programmable channel

interface and make thern look lik.e "ordinary" ISO-Terminal s with

graphic capabilities.

The main advantages of the new concepture arc:

- utilization of Standard Software on the IBM

- limitation of the nuraber of graphic terminals only by TSO

- availability of Standard TSO facilities at the graphic terrainals

- mutual independence of graphic user sessions on the host

While the four 611-terminals of the "old" IPS were still heavily

used, we started to bring up "TSO-IPS": In '76 we ordered the

first NOVA3 with 4025 programmable interface to connect our System

to the IBM channel. In '77 we were able to prove the correctness

of the new concept by running a second electro-static plotter

(GOULD 5200) via the new link and having the first TSO-session at

a graphic terminal. At the same time the basic Software for the

general Computer net DESYNET was being developed.

The major breakthrough came in '78, when due to the upcoming new

PETRA experiments a "spontaneous" need and engagement of the local

physicists for graphics occurred. To cope with the new main appli-

cation we ordered ten Tektronix 619-monitors with larger screens;

to make the System more flexible a second NOVA3-4025 was purchased

to access the second IBM machine simultaneously,

By the end of '78 six graphic terminals (4 x 611 + 2 x 619) were

running successfully under TSO and the "old" IPS was discontinued.

In spring '79 TSO-IPS reached its so far larges extension with 13

public terminals (3 x 611 + 10 x 619), äs shown in figure 1.

TSO-IPS is now running under MVS on the new IBM/370-3033 Computer,

which was added to the DESY Computing center in May '79.



Hardware components of IPS

The following components are used in IPS äs manufacturer supplied

Hardware:

1.) Display monitors: Tektronix 611 and 619 storage tubes with

"write through", 4096 x 4096 addressable

po in t s, HP l 300 refresh CRT

PLATO IV plasma panel, 512 x 512 address-

able points

2.) Plotters: GOULD 5200 electro-static plotter, 200

dots/inch, 2 1 1 2 dots/line.

3.) Terminal Controllers: Data General NOVA 1200 and NOVA 3,

up to 32 K 16 bit words of memory

4.) alphanumeric and graphic input: keyboards and Joysticks

Everything eise has been developed and built in our group:

1. a general data transmission System: "dataline", 7 Mbit/sec

serially füll duplex on 50̂ 2 koax transmission

lines, 2 modules (t ransraitter /receiver,

microprogrammed Supervisor),

32 bit blocks transmission (16 bit data,

16 bit address + control).

2. a general purpose display Controller with "dataline" and analog

Output, 1 1 bit 2's-complement relative po int,

vector and increment mode, character generator

3. various interface moduls, mostly in microprogrammed technique.



Software Components of IPS

There are two Software Systems involved when running a graphic

Session under TSO:

The first one is the DESYNET and terminal Controller Software

which is used to connect a terminal to the IBM. It is written

in PASCAL and Assembler language and allows the user to build

a "virtual link" to the host, run his session, and ultimately

delete the link again. There i s a very simple command language

to serve this purpose.

The second system resides on the IBM: A new TSO command processor

IPS was written, which allows to activate any general (R2 supplied)

or user written graphic application module. A subroutine package

was supplied to manage terminal I/O of graphic data and to allow

for dynamic allocation of data sets at run time.

The transmission of graphic data to the terminal turned out to

be the main problem, since graphic data is of binary nature in

principle (x,y-coordinates) and TSO/TCAM does only let pass

"valid" EBCDIC characters. Our first approach was to use the

"TCS character string" format, which turned out to be too slow, be-

cause we had to simulate Standard Tektronix 40xx terminal on the

mini compu ter side. So we invented a "trick" to ci rcumvent this

problem and gained a factor of more than 10 in speed. The methode

involves a fast packing/unpacking algorithm of binary graphic data.

As a basic graphic subroutine package we currently use the Tek-

tronix PLOT 10 Software (TCS and AG II). There was one major mo-

dification done to TCS to have a hardcopy facility on the IBM, i.e.

the addition of a "graphic transaction" file, which at any time

contains the graphic elements of the current presentation on the

terminal screen. By subroutine call a copy of this file may be

sent to a special SYSOUT queue, whi ch is served asynchronously

by an "External writer" under JES3.
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Concluding remarks

The graphic System IPS under ISO has proven to be a very effi-

cient tool, which is heavily used at DESY. Especially the speed

of graphic presentation on the screen compares favourably with

the speed found at other labs.

One main application is the presentation of experimental data

äs histograms, scatterplots, hidden line plots, and other graphs,

äs well äs printing of reports with upper and lower case letters

and special characters. For these tasks there are a number of

ready to use public modules available in the System.

The second main application is interactive scanning of events

from the physical experiments at DESY. There are special user

written modules for each experiment in production.

Typical examples of pictures generated with IPS are shown in

Figures 2 to 19; for explanation see figure captions.

Some aspects of future development of our System are the follow-

ing:

- taking graphics to the experiment locations: We are in the

process of building terminal pools in the experimental halls;

TASSO and PLUTO have already their private installations.

- improving and augmenting the hardware by use of special micro

programmed processors to replace the NOVA minis and to add

more refresh capability to the storage tube terminals

- adding more and possibly wider electro-static plotters to

the System

- implementation of more ready to use graphic Software Systems

- extensive work on more efficient data formats and command

languages.



Figure captions:

Fig, l : R2-dataline-network DESYNET

Fig. 2 : scatterplot

Fig. 3 : histogram with fitted curves

Fig. 4 : graph generated by application module IPSAT

Fig. 5 : graph generated by using Tektronix AGII package

Fig. 6 and 7 : 2 examples of application module WAMQ

Fig. 8 and 9: 2 examples from experimental group JADE

Fig. 10 and 11 : 2 examples from experimental group MARK J

Fig. 12 and 13 : 2 exaraples from experimental group PLUTO

Fig. 14 and 15 : 2 examples from experimental group TASSO

Fig. 16 : plot generated on TR86 graphic System

Fig. 17 : example of Output from application module PRINTER

Fig. 18 : HERSHEY's occidental fonts

Fig. 19 : HERSHEY's far east fonts
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